HUMANE Spring Seminar
From human resource management to talent
management in 21st century universities
University of Amsterdam,
Roeterseilandcampus REC A, 3rd floor
Nieuwe Achtergracht 166, 1018 WV Amsterdam

Farewell HR, hello people!
As the higher education operating environment becomes more competitive,
universities’ human resources divisions are being challenged to reinvent themselves.
Individual institution’s responses to this challenge are context specific, but the
adoption of talent management principles has been at the core of many of these new
approaches to HR.
What can we learn from recent research into the relationship between talent
management and an organisation’s business strategy?
And what has been the experience of other knowledge intensive industry sectors who
have travelled this road before universities?
Our seminar will focus on these issues as well as case studies of Organisation
Development, new models of Performance Development and the relationship between
a talent management philosophy, employee engagement and achieving cultural
change.
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Speakers and Abstracts
Calluna Euving
Secretary General, University of Amsterdam
Calluna Euving is the Secretary General of the University of Amsterdam
(UvA), and is our host for HUMANE’s Spring Seminar.
Calluna’s international career has involved working in senior roles in
various institutions of higher learning, but also other public
organisations in the Netherlands and abroad. The secretary general of
the UvA is, among other things, responsible for the Executive Staff, for
providing support to the Executive Board, for the UvA’s integrated
safety, and acts as a bridge between the Executive Board and the faculties.
Prior to taking up her current post, Calluna was the Director of Finance and Operations at the
Office of the Quartet Representative in East Jerusalem, the organisation set up to support
Tony Blair’s role in the peace process. Prior to this, she was chief of staff of the Mathematical
Association of America and Centre Administrator at the BMW Centre for German and
European Studies at Georgetown University in Washington D.C. Before moving abroad, she
held various posts at Delft University of Technology. Calluna studied political science at
Leiden University and did an Executive MBA at Georgetown University.

Amber Wigmore Alvarez
Chief Innovation Officer, Highered EFMD Global Talent
Future trends and challenges in HE talent management
Are you ready to lead in order to create a roadmap for the success of
the talent from your institution?
Given the strategic relevance of academic institutions’ overall missions
and goals, it is important that the professionals and staff are equipped
to liaise with and effectively cater to the key stakeholders, including
students, alumni, faculty and other departments from the institutional side, and companies and
organizations from the corporate partner/recruiter perspective. What does this mean for
Human Resources divisions in higher education and your role?
The objective of the session is to gain an understanding of future trends and challenges in
talent acquisition and talent management, including from other relevant industry sectors, and
how they apply to higher education, allowing you to plan, manage and achieve your
institution’s goals. There will be a focus on accelerating the matching of top global talent with
the opportunities in your institution.
The key trends to be covered include:
•
•
•

•
•

Employer Branding
Increasing use of filters during the selection process
Involvement in process from:
o Director of Employer Branding
o Director of Diversity & Inclusion
Looking outside the traditional talent pool
Game-based assessments and video interviews

Considered one of the foremost references in Employability and the Future of Work on a global
scale, Dr. Amber Wigmore Álvarez is Chief Innovation Officer (CIO) of Highered EFMD Global
Career Services. As CIO, Amber spearheads the sales, marketing and network development,
while taking the role as global thought leader in student placement, introducing Highered to
corporate recruiters, providing schools and organizations with insight for data driven decisions
and strengthening Highered’s positioning as the global leader in placement.
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Amber brings more than 8 years of experience from the world of global career services at topranked IE, where she was Executive Director of Talent & Careers.
Amber teaches career topics such as executive presence, body language and salary
negotiation. She conducts workshops for HR professionals worldwide on topics including
succession planning, diversity and gamification for recruiting. Amber moderates panels in
more than 30 countries and has been quoted in numerous publications, including the Financial
Times, Bloomberg Businessweek, CNN, Expansión, El País, El Economista, Forbes and Elle.
As a Doctor of Economics and Business Science, Amber’s research is focused on University
Social Responsibility (USR) and business ethics. She holds an International MBA from IE, as
well as a BA in Hispanic Studies and International Economics from Wheaton College (Norton,
MA, USA).

Nicky Dries
Research Centre for Organisation Studies, KU Leuven
What is your talent philosophy?
When faced with the question of what constitutes “talent” in one’s
organization and how it should be “managed” (if that is at all possible),
those in charge need to ask themselves at least four questions: (1) do
we believe talent is rare, or prevalent in our population?; (2) do we
believe talent can be developed, or that it has a rather stable or innate
quality?; (3) do we believe the criterion for talent identification should be
input or output?; and (4) do we believe that talent is transferable (i.e., can be bought on the
market), or that it is strongly context-dependent? The answers to these four questions
combined form what we call a manager’s talent philosophy, and create a framework for
identifying HR-practices fitting this philosophy (for instance: if you believe talent is largely
innate you should invest more in talent identification than in talent development). The more
considered and consistent the talent philosophy of an organization’s key talent management
stakeholders, the more likely that desired outcomes can be achieved. In this session, Nicky
Dries will guide participants through 15 years of empirical research on talent management,
focusing specifically on talent philosophies and on employee reactions to different types of
talent management practices.
Nicky Dries is a Research Professor (i.e., tenured Associate Professor with a focus on
research—BOFZAP) at the KU Leuven, Faculty of Economics and Business (Belgium), and
an Adjunct Professor (i.e., Visiting Appointment of 20%) at BI Norwegian Business School in
Oslo, Norway. She is also a Research Fellow at Vlerick Business School (Belgium). She
conducted her doctoral research on talent management and (subjective) career success at
the Vrije Universiteit Brussel (Belgium), during which time she was also a visiting scholar at
the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam (the Netherlands). She obtained her doctoral degree in
December of 2009, after which she took up a postdoc position at the KU Leuven. She has
been a visiting scholar at University of Tilburg (the Netherlands), Wirtschaftsuniversität Vienna
(Austria), Reykjavik University (Iceland), IESE (Barcelona), TUM München (Germany), and
University of Victoria (Canada). In addition, she was a postdoctoral Fulbright Scholar at Boston
University School of Management (US) in 2012. Nicky was an Associate Editor at Applied
Psychology (APIR) until 2019, and is or was on the editorial boards of Journal of Vocational
Behavior (JVB), Journal of World Business (JWB), and European Journal of Work and
Organizational Psychology (EJWOP). She is an evaluator for the Research FoundationFlanders (FWO), as a member of Expert Panel G&M3 (Psychology). In 2016, Nicky was
selected to be featured on AcademiaNet, the European database of leading women in science.
Nicky’s primary research interests are talent management, untapped employee potential, and
the future of work—and more broadly, employee reactions to organizational inequalities,
secrecy, and ambiguity. She is an active member of the two largest cross-cultural projects in
career studies, i.e. 5C (Consortium for the Cross-Cultural Study of Contemporary Careers)
and the Career Adaptability/Life Design project. She is frequently invited to lecture nationally
and internationally, both in the academic and the business world.
.
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Hubert de Neve
Former Executive VP Human Resources IMEC International, &
Executive Coach
Talent management in an international R&D organisation. Is
managing knowledge workers mission impossible?
EA core value and need of talented professionals is “autonomy”. Hence
the paradox of managing such talent. It is not only counterproductive, it
even ‘kills’ their passionate engagement. But the challenge remains:
how to give direction to knowledge workers and maximize their
contributions, while respecting their autonomy and enhancing their
engagement?
The case presents how this paradox is handled at imec, a global research organization on
nano-electronics. ‘Vision and model’ are illustrated with realistic and effective talent
processes.
Until January 2017, Hubert oversaw Human Resources management at imec, a leading
international R&D-organization, specialized in research in the field of nanotechnology. Imec
counts approx. 3500 staff members originating from more than 70 different countries, and is
active in 7 countries (US, Europe, Asia).
Hubert is a real HR expert. He has more than 30 years of experience in Human Capital
Management focusing on improving organization and people performance while designing
and implementing leading HR solutions. He is highly valued because of his expertise as coach
and counsellor of executives in organizations. He is also a pioneer and specialist in the design
and successful implementation of technological solutions for HRM (e-HRM). During the first
two decades of his career, he was leading a centre for university education (KU Leuven,
Belgium), doing academic research on instructional quality as well as delivering educational
programs to university teachers.
He is a recognized leading HR professional and regularly invited as a guest speaker at HR
conferences in Europe. He is also a faculty member at Leuven University Association (Odisee
Brussels) and guest lecturer at the Vlerick School of Management (Gent-Leuven).
During his career, he was recognized on several occasions for his excellent solutions and
services ranging from the European HR Award for Excellence (2000) and Belgian awards in
the domain of e-HRM and Talent Development (2002 and 2004), to the Fellowship of the
Hogenheuvelcollege at KU Leuven for excelling in the implementation of the scientific
management principles.

Daniello Boszhard
Senior Talent
Management

Management

Consultant,

Hudson

Talent

Leading cultural change and employee engagement in knowledge
intensive organisations
Effective talent management systems supported by professional People
Management and Organisational Development functions in universities
and other knowlege-intensive organisations, requires the collective
leadership of institutions to be skilled in adaptive leadership. This
session will discuss in particular, preferred communication styles and
adaptive leadership, as a means of supporting and motivating 'knowledge workers'.
Participants will learn techniques to adapt and more effectively convey their message to
colleagues, clients, and people in their personal lives. As managers of teams with a mix of
different personalities, we will explore some specific steps to improve working relationships as
well as expanding your ability to influence those you currently find most difficult.
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Daniëllo Boszhard is a Professional Coach and Sales Consultant with over 20 years of
experience in organisational, life and career coaching, and in Executive Recruitment &
Staffing. He trains, coaches and give workshops and organise industry events. He offers
evidence-based programs and methodologies. He chooses the programs in close cooperation
with his clients on the basis of practical experience and knowledge of the organisation itself.

Alice Chilver
Director Organisational Development, UCL
Developing a strategic organisational development capability in a
research intensive university
Since taking on the role of Director of OD at UCL 1 year ago, the division
has been through substantial change in order to realign to the needs of
the institution. There is now pressure to justify the new size and shape
of OD at UCL vis a vis other university’s offerings. This session will
provide a case study of the recent evolution of OD at UCL.
Key questions for exploration will centre on the role and positioning of
OD in modern higher education. We will explore:
•
•
•
•

What OD support do our institutions need?
What is the purpose of staff training?
Where is the right home for OD?
Are we wasting time and money by working in parallel?

Alice Chilver is the Director of Organisational Development, UCL and also the founder and
CEO, WHEN: Women’s Higher Education Network
As Director of Organisational Development at UCL, Alice has transformed the OD function
from a staff training focus, to a fully functioning strategic team. She has won awards for her
ability to bring people together, creating alignment, cohesion and action, most recently in 2017,
she was awarded the Gareth Williams Prize for her work on communities of practice. Prior to
UCL, Alice was the Director of Development at global leadership consultancy, Oxford
Leadership Academy which specialised in aligning people, culture and strategy through
leadership development and culture work. During that time, Alice led relationships with C-Suite
executives and teams from numerous FSTE 100 companies, including McDonalds, Sandvik,
BASF, Unilever as well as global non-profits such as the Girls Scouts of America and the
British Red Cross. Alice established the US branch of the Oxford Leadership Academy in San
Francisco in 2010, setting up operations, key client accounts and recruiting and training a
network of consultants. Since working in Higher Education, Alice recognised a need to
accelerate gender equality across the sector, and founded WHEN, a national network to unite
women from all levels, roles and backgrounds with the aim of speeding up change.

Riitta Silvennoinen
Chief Human Resource Officer, Aalto University
Building excellence together: performance in knowledge intensive
organisations
Performance management and development in universities is a
multilayered topic with very few “right answers”. The purpose of this
session is to explore the topic from multiple angles and inspire discussion
among the participants.
•
•
•
•

performance culture ( e.g. knowledge stewardship vs agency approach,
collaboration vs competition)
performance management (e.g. targets or not, incentives or not, poor performance)
measuring performance (e.g. KPIs for academic and services performance, short
vs long term)
developing performance (e.g. support and space for excellence)
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Riitta Silvennoinen, MSc (Econ.), MBA, is responsible for Aalto University’s human resource
management and people practices.
Before joining Aalto she worked over 20 years in ICT industry, the latest position being Nokia's
VP, Global HR Center of Expertise. She has extensive experience in strategic HR
management roles in a multinational context.

Ian Creagh
Facilitator, HUMANE
After serving 10 years as King's College London's Senior Vice-president
Operations & College Secretary, Ian now holds a portfolio of roles
including Strategy Consultant for HUMANE. Prior to King's, he held
similar chief operating officer roles at City University London and before
that, the University of Adelaide. The first part of his career was in the
Australian Public Service where he rose early on to become a member
of the Senior Executive Service. Ian is also an experienced nonexecutive having served on the Board of King's Health Partners, the
Council of Governors of an NHS Foundation Trust, and the audit
committee of the British Academy.
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Programme
Time

Session

Lead speaker

Day one, Thursday March 28
12.00

Registration followed by buffet lunch

13.30

Welcome

Calluna Euving

Theme: talent management and business strategy
13.40

Future trends and challenges in HE talent management

Amber Wigmore
Alvarez

14.15

What is your talent philosophy?

Nicky Dries

14.50

Coffee break

15.20

Paying it forward: small group-work brainstorm on key messages to take forward into
workshop on day two

Theme: talent management in knowledge intensive organisations
15.55

Case study: Talent management in an international R&D
organisation. Is managing knowledge workers mission
impossible?

Hubert de Neve

16.30

Leading cultural change and employee engagement in knowledge
intensive organisations

Daniello Boszhard

17.10

Paying it forward: small group-work brainstorm on key messages to take forward into
workshop on day two

17.30

Return to hotels

18:30
19.00

Tour of the University Quarter (approximately 30 minutes)
Drinks reception followed by the HUMANE Seminar Dinner (ends approx. 21:00)
Tour & Dinner venue: Agnietenkapel, Oudezijds Voorburgwal 231, 1012 EZ Amsterdam
Day two, Friday March 29
Theme: developing academic and professional leaders of talent: new models of performance
development in academic settings
09.00

Case study: developing a strategic organisational development
capability in a research intensive university

Alice Chilver

09.35

Workshop. Farewell HR, hello people: reimagining the design of
HR in the higher education world

Alice Chilver and Ian
Creagh

10.10

Coffee break

10.40

Building excellence together: performance in knowledge intensive
organisations

Riitta Silvennoinen

11.25

Workshop. The building blocks of an effective performance
development framework in a university setting

Riitta Silvennoinen
and Ian Creagh

12.10

Plenary session: key lessons from the seminar and workshops for
building talent management capability

Calluna Euving

13:00

Close followed by buffet lunch
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List of Participants
Melissa Austin
Deputy Director, Human Resources
Australian National University

Meike Blokland
Programme Manager Academic Leadership
Delft University of Technology

E-Mail: melissa.austin@anu.edu.au

E-Mail: A.M.Blokland@tudelft.nl

Giuseppe Colpani
Director General
Università degli Studi di Roma "Tor Vergata"

An De Backer
Director - Rectorate
Universiteit Hasselt

E-Mail: giuseppe.colpani@uniroma2.it

E-Mail: an.debacker@uhasselt.be

Marjolijn De Clercq
Coordinator Talent Management
Universiteit Antwerpen

Andrea Del Carlo
Human Resource Specialist
Università degli Studi di Torino

E-Mail: marjolijn.declercq@uantwerpen.be

E-Mail: andrea.delcarlo@unito.it

Raf Devos
Director, People and Organisation
Vrije Universiteit Brussel-VUB

Irene Felius
HR Policy Advisor & Research Talent
Management
University of Twente

E-Mail: raf.devos@vub.be

E-Mail: i.m.felius@utwente.nl

Rebecka Forslund
Human Resource Specialist
Malmö University

Veronica Furlan
Head of the Organisational Development Office
Università degli Studi di Padova

E-Mail: rebecka.forslund@mau.se

E-Mail: veronica.furlan@unipd.it

Ingrid Ganrot
Human Resource Director
Karlstad University

Ansis Grantins
Head of Administration
University of Latvia

E-Mail: ingrid.ganrot@kau.se

E-Mail: ansis.grantins@lu.lv

Monica Gussoni
Manager of Human Resource Unit
Università Ca' Foscari Venezia

Esa Hämäläinen
Director of Administration
University of Helsinki

E-Mail: monica.gussoni@unive.it

E-Mail: admindirector@helsinki.fi
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Margarita Ivannikova
Academic Relations Manager
Moscow School of Management SKOLKOVO

Ettie Jaspers
Human Resource Manager
Universiteit van Amsterdam

E-Mail: Margarita_Ivannikova@skolkovo.ru

E-Mail: e.jaspers@uva.nl

Auli Kinnunen
Director, Human Strategy and Development
University of Vaasa

Marieke Klein Breteler
Human Resource Manager
Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam

E-Mail: auli.kinnunen@uwasa.fi

E-Mail: m.j.w.kleinbreteler@vu.nl

Anne Korhonen
Head of Community Development
Tampere University

Anne-Christine Larsson Ljung
Head of Administration
Karlstad University

E-Mail: anne.korhonen@tuni.fi

E-Mail: anne-christine.larsson@kau.se

Anna Lindberg
Human Resource Specialist
Malmö University

Loredana Luzzi
Director General
Università degli Studi di Milano - Bicocca

E-Mail: anna.lindberg@mau.se

E-Mail: direzione.generale@unimib.it

Mira Maletic
Managing Director
Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam

Martin Melkersson
Head of Administration
Swedish University of Agricultural Services

E-Mail: m.maletic@vu.nl

E-Mail: martin.melkersson@slu.se

Christiana Melodias
Head of Human Resources
The Cyprus Institute

Marylene Meston de Ren
Directrice générale des services
Collège de France

E-Mail: head.hr@cyi.ac.cy

E-Mail:
marylene.meston-de-ren@college-de-France.fr

Jaana Nylund
Human Resource Specialist
University of Helsinki

Roland Pepermans
Academic Director
Vrije Universiteit Brussel-VUB

E-Mail: jaana.nylund@helsinki.fi

Email: roland.pepermans@vub.be
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Mervi Raita
Head of Human Resources
Turku University of Applied Sciences

Katja Riikola
Head of Human Resources
University of Helsinki

E-Mail: mervi.raita@turkuamk.fi

E-Mail: katja.riikola@helsinki.fi

Hanna Rinne
Vice President, People and Culture
Tampere University

Zane Rostoka
Human Resource Manager
Riga Technical University

E-Mail: hanna.rinne@tuni.fi

E-Mail: zane.rostoka@rtu.lv

Iolanda Sabater
Organisational Processes Unit
Universitat Pompeu Fabra

Sami Savolainen
Director of Services
Turku University of Applied Sciences

E-Mail: iolanda.sabater@upf.edu

E-Mail: sami.savolainen@turkuamk.fi

Alberto Scuttari
CEO
Università degli Studi di Padova

Wytske Siegersma
International HRM Policy Advisor
Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam

E-Mail: alberto.scuttari@unipd.it

E-Mail: w.siegersma@vu.nl

Lili Söderlund
Human Resource Specialist
Malmö University

Katrien Tips
Human Resources Business Partner
Universiteit Hasselt

E-Mail: lili.soderlund@mau.se

E-Mail: katrien.tips@uhasselt.be

Anna Torné i Úbeda
Manager of Administrative Human Resources
Universitat Pompeu Fabra

Anita Trapane
Personal Development Specialist
University of Latvia

E-Mail: anna.torne@upf.edu

E-Mail: anita.trapane@lu.lv

Cees van Veenendaal
Head of Human Resources
Amsterdam University of Arts

Lucas Van Wees
Director Human Resources
Universiteit van Amsterdam

E-Mail: cees.vanveenendaal@ahk.nl

E-Mail: L.L.G.M.vanWees@uva.nl
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Karen Vandevelde
Head of Department, Personnel &
Organisation
Universiteit Antwerpen

Ineke Verhagen
Policy Advisor Leadership
Universiteit Utrecht

E-Mail: karen.vandevelde@uantwerpen.be

E-Mail: i.verhagen@uu.nl

Kyla Wilson
Associate Director, Recruitment and
Remuneration
Australian National University
E-Mail: kyla.wilson@anu.edu.au

Speakers
Daniello Boszhard
Senior Talent Management Consultant
Hudson Talent Management

Alice Chilver
Director Organisational Development
University College London

E-Mail:
Daniello.Boszhard@hudsonnederland.nl

E-Mail: a.chilver@ucl.ac.uk

Ian Creagh
Strategy Consultant
HUMANE asbl

Hubert de Neve
Former Executive VP Human Resources IMEC
International & Executive Coach

E-Mail: strategyconsultant@humane.eu

E-Mail: hubert.deneve@telenet.be

Nicky Dries
Research Centre for Organisation Studies
Katholieke Universiteit Leuven

Calluna Euving
Secretary General
Universiteit van Amsterdam

E-Mail: nicky.dries@kuleuven.be

E-Mail: C.Euving@uva.nl

Riitta Silvennoinen
Chief Human Resource Office
Aalto University

Amber Wigmore Alvarez
Chief Innovation Officer
Highered EFMD Global Career Services

E-Mail: riitta.silvennoinen@aalto.fi

E-Mail: amber@highered.global

Late Additions
Annemiek Baars
HR Manager
University of Twente

Angelo De Bruycker
HR Policy Advisor
Ghent University

E-Mail: a.m.baars@utwente.nl

E-Mail: angelo.debruycker@UGent.be
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